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MAINTENANCE AND EXPERT SYSTEMS 
by 
M. BEN YAHIA and D. CLODIC 
Centre d'EnergoHique de l'Ecole des Mines de Paris 
60, Bd Saint-Michel 75006 Paris FRANCE 
Abstract 
This paper presents an expert system for maintenance of one stage compression 
refrigerating systems. First a steady state model was developed to estimate significant 
parameters useful for the diagnosis of the functioning state of the plant. The inputs of the 
model are data coming from sensors installed on the plant. In our study we concluded the 
necessity of redunduncies to treat efficiently senor errors. Simulating more and more 




















compressor speed (rev Is) 
No•nenclature 
suction refrigerant density (kg/m3) 
manufacturer data (m3) 
refrigerant mass flow rate (kg/s) 
isentropic efficiency 
enthalpy (kJ /kg) 
external area (m2) 
heat transfer! coefficient(W /K.m2) 
condensing temperature (K) 
average air temperature (K) 
air temperature difference (K) 
volumetric air flow rate (m3/s) 
specific heat (kJ /kg) 
Introduction 
In this paper an Expert System is described. We present the methodology used to 
develop it. In a previous paper an expert system Frigexpert [1) was presented. The objective 
of this new expert system is to diagnose the functionning state of the machine based only 
on data coming from sensors. This data is used as input of a steady state model of the plant. 
This model is used to estimate different parameters used in the diagnosis. The values of 
these parameters are stored in Prolog lists. An expert Prolog program interprets the content 
of these lists to make the diagnosis. When possible some rules are used to detect 
inconsistencies in the data. 
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Development methodology 
First an expert system frigexpert was developped. In this step the knowledge of the 
human expert was collected thanks to several interviews. Each time the human expert was 
asked to explain and to justify the rule5. After that we organized the knowledge and used 
Nexpert object to program the expert knowledge bases. The simulation of different 
diagnosis sessions permitted its verification. 
In the second step we analyzed in detail the meaning of the different rules. This led 
to the definition of several parameters, which present the funtioning state of the system. 
For that we characterized e~ch component function. 
Modelling of the system 
A simple steady state model was writen to estimate differents parameters of the 
following refergerating system which comprises: 
- ll. c:on1. pressor 
- an ~ir cooled cond"n,r,r 
- a thermostatic expansion valve 
- an air~Co<.1ling evap<:>rator 
The superheated refrigerant vapour leaving the compressor will be delivered to an 
air cooleli condenser. Tlw refrigerant vapour will condense and collect in a receiver at the 
outlet of the condcnsc'r The subcooled liquid refrigerant passes through a filter drier to a 
thermostatic expansion valve which controls the liquid refrigerant mass flow to the 
evaporator. The >up<erlll'ated vapour leuving the evaporut~)r comes back to the compressor. 
To determine the mass l1ow rate mr of the vapour , the influence of suction bp and 
discharge hp pressure on the volumetric efficiency are considered. Using manufacturer·s 
data <tt various conditions we establish the following relationship: 
llV ""an+ bt + c 
mr"" Qvo . 11"· N.p 
(1) 
(2) 
The resulting discharge vapour enthalpy is estimated given mesured pressure and 
temperature and it is compared to the enthalpy resulting from an tsentropic compression. 
An isentropic efficiency is then defined as follow; 
. (h2is- hl) 
IllS"" (h2-h1) 
(3) 
The e~1uations for the condenser and the evaporator results from energy balances [2]. 
For the condenser th!.' rd,ltiunships are pr!.'scnted by the following equations: 
mr.(h2-h3) ""UAc. (Tk- Tm) (4) 
UAc. (Tk-Tm) ""QpC DTair (5) 
The difference between the temperature of the subcooled liquid at the outlet of the 
condenser and the temp..,rature at the inlet of the thermostatic expansion valve defines the 
parameters l'l.tliq. 
Mliq = T3- T4 (6) 
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Finally we define the superheat sc as the dillerence between the suction vapour temperature and the evaporating temperature. 
K~TI-~ m 
Transient modes are not treated because the corresponding dynamic model needs too much computation time. A simple dynamic model used on a PC computer can not be used by the expert on line. 
Program structure 
The inputs used by the model are data coming from sensors. A data acquisition system is used for that. Different measures are given to the program every a step time of one minute. Since we do not take into account the transi<mt functioning modes a derivetive filter is used on measures. Each parameter is then evaluated and its value is stored in a Prolog list. When having new parameters values different lists are updated. The expert prolog program interprets the content of the lists to detect significant variations of the parameter values and then makes its diagnosis. 
Stoqge of the information 
After filtering the measures we estimate the different parameter values. For that we use thermodynamical subroutines to calculate the state equations of the refrigerant. They are included in a C program which passes the new values to the Prolog program linked with it. A prolog predicate updates the list of each parameter. 
Presentation of Pro log 
Prolog means logical programming language. Its a declarative language very useful for making the first application investigations. So that changes and corrections are easily made. It uses a first order logic and then permits the use of variable inside rules. We chose Prolog for its ability to treat commonly the lists. A prolog work space is shared into two parts : the first one comprises facts and the seconds rules. A prolog rule is written as follows: 
A -:> Bl 62 63 ...... 6n 
A; is the left hand side of the rule and repesents the conclusion or the hypothesis. 
6l.. .. Bn: are conditions and have to be verified to conclude A. 
In this case a Prolog fact can be seen as a rule with an empty condition part. And looks as follows: 
This-is-an-assertion-C -> ; 










In the example above there are three way ( 6,C and D) to conclude to A. In the default case Prolog tries all ways to conclude to find all the solutions suitable to the problem. In the same case it will, first, try B and after thank to the back tracking will try C and D. But some times we need only one soltion so we have to stop the back tracking using the operator"!". (see •r in the next paragraph) 
Prolog pemits the use of complex structured data like lists. Lists conist of many 
pro!og data. Several operations can be done on them like concatenating two lists, extracting 
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special elements tram a list. For example, 1.2.3.4.nil is a list which comprises 4 integer 1,2,3 
and 4. Nil is the empty list. 




-> Belongs-to(a,l) ; 
The first lin<> indicates that all element (a) belong to all lists (!) of which it is the head and 
" 1" is used to stop the back tracking. When a is not the head the rule tries to verify if (a) 
belongs to the rest of the list 
Updating parameter value lists 
The domain of <>ach parameter is subdivided into several subdomains to whichan 
identifier is attached. We obtain several subdomains from the normal values of the 
pnrameter to the critic<~! ones The identifiers are of type aa,bb,cc,dd. The d1vision of the 
domain was d(me in ,, linear w.1y bec,lUse we do not have any idea about faults evolutions. 
This could be improved when a such knowledge is established. 
Initially all the lists comprise only one term corresponding to the referenced value of 
each parameter. For example the referenced value of UAc is equal to 1.4kW ;oc and the 
initial list comprises lmly one couple aa(n) with n equal to one. The integer n indicates the 
number of times that the value belonged to the corresponding subdomain. The different 
lists appear in Prolog f«cts llr <~ssertions : 
parameter-state( l,k) -> ; 
I : the name of the p«rameter 
k: the list of clmples 
F~>r instant th<> prugmm subtitutes the new list to the current list using the following 
predicate store_list(<t,b,c) where a is the name of parameter, b is the current list and c is the 
new identifier. 
If a list I is written as t.q then t is the head ~,f the list and q is the rest of the list. In our 
application t is a e<mple and it represents the current state of the parameter indicated by the 





rc Lr act( parameter-s ta te(a,l '),nil) 
assert(parameter-state(a,<e,n 1 >.D ,nil) ; 
-> 
re tract ( parameter-state( a,!) ,ni I) 
assert( parameter-s til te(a, <e, 1 >_!),nil) ; 
e: represents the new value like .1a,bb,cc etc ... 
a: the name of the parameter 
(•1) 
(•2) 
In the firsl <:a><> (•t) th<> n<>w value e is the same as the identifier of the head of the list 
and only n is increased. In the second case (•2) a new couple is added to the list and <e,l> 
becomes the head of the list. 
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Interpretation of list contents 
When all the lists have been updated the expert program can start interpretation of parameters variations. For that we have defined from which identifier a significant vuriation i5 supposed to t.1kc pluce. in this case the expert program .1pplies expert rules to infer between different parameter variations. In the following we will take the example of diagnosing the thermostatic expansion valve to present some rules and many aspects of 
the diagnosis. 
The thermostatic ~;xpansion valve has to be delivered by liquid refrigerant from the receiver which is ensured when no abnormal pressure losses appear on the lic1uid line between the receiver and the thermostatic expnasion valve. Its function is to ensure an optimal superheat (sc) at the outlet of the evaporator to have vapour coming to the 
compressor. Faults appearing in its function can be implied by : 
easel/ a vapour mixed with the liquid is coming to the thermostatic expansion valve 
case2/ a bad regulation 
In the two cases the thermostatic expansion valve has problems to control the mass flow rate of the refrigerant wming to the evaporatc1r and the sc becom<"s abnormal. 
To distinguish betw.,.,n the two cases w<> refer to the t1tliq p~r.lm~ler (se~ .:q.6). If ~tliq 
is abnormal the expbnation could be the pressure loss~;s created by a component on the 
liquid line. If Mliq is normal we have to verify the thermostatic expansion valve itself. 
Sometimes we can have an abnormal .:ltliq even though sc is normal, in this case we conclude that there are inconsistencies in data and we have to verify the sensors involved 
in the estimation of the two parameters. The following rules diagnose the thermostatic expansion valve. 
(•I) TEV-badly-supplied -> 
cri tical(sc) 
critical(fltliq) ; 
(''2) TEV-badly-regulated -> 
cri tical(sc) 
non(critical(~tliq}) ; 
(•3) lncohernce-TEV -> 
critical(.<'.tliqJ 
non(cri tical(sc)); 
for a proposition p, no(p) is true when p is false and false when p is true. 
Consistency tests on data 
Data used to calculate parameter values Cl>mes from sensors, so that tirrors can occur and bad estimation of th" values would imply wrong diagnosis Tests are then made on data. We don't have enough mesure5 to use redunduncies to treat this problem efficiently. That"s why tests are done only when the machine is stopped. In this case all sensors have to give values corresponding to the ambiant air state. When a sensor gave an abnormal value, it name is stored in a >pedal list. 
Each parameter is linked to a list of sensors whose given values J.re involved in the parameter calculation. This relationship is expressed by the following Prolog facts: 
Possible-faults-sensor(list-of-sensors) ->; 
Initially this list is empty. Names are added to it when the mentioned test finds sen5or faults. 
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Relation~parameter(sc,bp.Tl.nil) ~:> ; 
Relation~parameter~sensor(Mliq,T3.T4.nil) ~> ; 
For example, sc = T1 ~ invsat(bp) so when a fault occurs on
 bp sensor an error will be made 
on sc estimation. We write a rule to verify that no se




Good~parameter~in terpretation(a,l) ·> 
Possible·faults·sensor(ll) 
all·exluded(l,ll) ; 
When the list of wnmg sensor is not empty ( "' nil ) we 
use the second rule where all· 
exluded0,11): verify that no element of the list 1 belongs to the
 list 11. 
Persi~tence tests 
When first symptoms of real faults appear they trend to 
become worst and worst. 
Based on this fact we designed persistence tests. They c
onsist of verifying that a real 
variation of parameter has occured when critical values a
re detected. These tests ensure 
that no mistake in the diagnosis could be made when tran
sient modes are not efficiently 
filtered. The corresponding rule verifies that intermediat
e subdomains exist in the list 
representing the parameter state. If aa and ee correspond t
o normal and cntical values the 
rule looks for bb,cc and dd in the parameter list .. 
Expert system and specific strategies of diagnosis 
Eventhough the methodology of development is the sam
e for most refrigerating 
plants an efficient diagnosis needs to use specific strategie
s depending on the installation 
itself. The investigated experimental plant is an air condit
ioning system with two parallel 
similar circuits. On analyzing the system we found that the
 condenser could be considered 
as two separated condensers (see the figure below). 
I ,rans .... I 
==== 
The extern,1l areas are nearlv the same, so we conclude th
at the two UAc (see eq. 4) are a 
little difk-rent. SilK'-' the t\\"ll ,·om pressor running st<~tes nre ind
ependunt we cnn make ·Side 
by side tests by comparing the two estimated UAc (see !he ne
xt figure). 
The experimental data give good agreement with what w
e expected. And specific 
strC~tegies are inclucied for th"' di,,gnosis. 
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The objective of the experimental validation is to verify the good choice of 
parameters used to follow the functionnal running state of the system. Secondary 
experiments are needed to analyze the models quality. It has been found that most 
parameters are significant. This is due to the difficulties in making energy balance with 
moist airs coming to and leaving the evaporator. An accurate model needs more mesures. 
To validate the parameter choices we simulate many faults on an experimental plant 
in a climatic room. The faults simulated are the leak of refrigerant, pessure losses on the 
liquid line, and dirtying of both the condenser and the evaporator. 
The leak of refrigerant was simulated by extracting different quantities. It is found 
that the installation contained 13,5 kG of refrigerant instead of 7 kG needed. 
Other faults have to be simulated, specially for the compressor, to study faults effects 
on the isentropic effciency variations. 
Condusions 
Using expert system methodology is useful to establish the know how in the area of 
refrigeration. The human expert knowledge was collected and formalized. After that it was 
used to choose significant parameters for the following-up of the system. These prameters 
appear in a steady state model and seem operationnal for the diagnosis. A Prolog expert 
program was written to interpret the state of the system. 
It would be very useful to mesure the mass flow rate of the refrigerant circulating 
inside the circuit. The corresponding term mr appears in three equations but only aq2 and 
eq4 are written in this p<~per. 
More and more simulations of faults are necessary to analyze their evolutions better. 
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